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Species Information
Threatened and Endangered Animals
and Plants

Before a plant or animal species can receive protection under the
Endaungered Species Act, it must first be placed on the Federal list of
endangered and threatened * ildlifeand pants. Our listing program follows
a stict legal process to determine whether to list a species, depending on the
degree of threat it faces. An 'endangered' species is one that is in danger of
extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A "threatened"
species is one that is likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future.
The Service also maintains a list of plant and animals native to the United
States that are candidates or proposed for possible addition to the Federal
list. All of the Service's actions, from proposals to listings to removals
(•delistingD), are announced through the rederal Register.

(Please note: To view PDF documents, you may need to download and install the
Adobe Acrobat Reader, free from AdobeInc.)
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Get the regulatory profile for a listed species using its common or
scientific name:
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Questions?

How many, and which, species...
* are listed in the U.S. as threatened or endangergd
* are listed in each State?
* are listed in other countries?
* are listed and are under the prlimary responsibility of tlhe NOAA Fisheries
(U.S. Department of Commerce)?
* were the first species to be listed?
* are proposed for listing?
* are candidates forlisting?
* are proposed and candidate species under the primary respgnsibilityo
the NOAA Fisheries (U.S. Department of Commerce)?
* have critical habitat designated?
• have experimental populations of reintroduced individuals?
* have section 4(d) rules to customize the protections of the ESA?
* have special rules?
P have b en removed from the Listidelisted)and why?
* have been reclassified (change in status)?
* areWprpposed for a status change or delisting(this report includes
proposals for new experimental populations, similarity of appearance
protection, reclassification to endangered, and reclassification to
threatened)?

Maps of listed, proposed or candidate species by State.

For a list of all reports available, please see TESS (our Threatened and
Endangered Species database System).
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The number of species listed as threatened or endangered

From TESS (our Threatened and Endangered Species database System),
a current report of all listed animals and plants

Note: Due to the large number of fields and records, these reports may take several
minutes to generate. Printing tips

Report | of all endangered or threatened animals (updated daily)

i1 of all endangered or threatened plants (updated daily)

* Listed animals and listed pDlants as published in the Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife and Plants 50 CFR 17.11 and 17.12, December 1999 (pdf
file)
* Our summar of the number of listedipeciesppdated daily Our
boxscore)
* General statistics for endangeredspfcies
* U.S. listed species per calendayear (from 1980 to 2002) (in PDF)
* U.S. species listings (species & populations per cale nrear (pre-iy3 to
20021) (in PDF)
* Files to download (for using in spreadsheets and other programs)

These species are listed in the U.S.
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Maps by U.S. State/Territory
* Number of Listed Species in each State or U.S. Territory (map)
* Number of Proposed Species in ach State or U.S. Teritor (map)
* Number of Candidate Species in each State or U.S. Territory (map)
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Our Web Policies and Privacy Statement
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
Visit FirstGov. o for easy, one-stop access to all online U.S. Federal Government
resources.
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